INNERSPACE
MOBILE APP DATA SHEET

P R O D U C T I V E E M P LOY E E
EXPERIENCES WITH
INDOOR INTELLIGENCE

Employee Benefits
+ Finding the Right Workspace: Discover areas in the office available
for different work needs. Find a flexible work space, meeting room,
or collaboration area to suit your needs that day. Conveniently book
meeting rooms within the app.

The InnerSpace Employee Experience mobile app is designed to put
information about your office space in the hands of your employees.
Designed to enhance your team’s day and improve decision-making

+ Planning Ahead: Make informed choices about visiting services
like the Cafe to be your most productive without waiting in line, or
worse, skipping lunch.
+ Discover Resources: The closest printer, first aid kit, or washroom

and productivity, the InnerSpace Employee Experience app delivers

is at your fingertips. An ideal feature for new employees.

valuable information to any smartphone.

+ Remote & Flex Working: It’s never been easier to pick the best
day/time to visit the office to ensure space is available for you and
your clients.
+ Build Your Team: Receive permission-based alerts when
colleagues are in the vicinity whom you want to connect with,
welcome new employees, and find the people you need quickly.

Operational Benefits
+ Improve Productivity: The app is designed to help eliminate
wasted time - such as time spent finding meeting rooms and wasted
time waiting for resources or at the Cafe.
+ Optimize Office Design: Measure utilization of workspaces to
determine how many people use meeting rooms, hotdesking areas,
and assigned seating and reallocate as desired.
+ Measure Engagement: Clearly see how when and often people
come to the office across your demographics to support planning,
resourcing and putting data into the hands of your managers.
The average employee wastes 30 minutes every
day looking for meeting rooms!
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Configured to Your Office
The mobile app is configured to surface your most important
data. Based on your floor plans and office design, the
InnerSpace app highlights bookable spaces, popular

+ Make better decisions with
real-time information
+ Eliminate wasted time
+ Improve productivity

resources, common areas, and even your Cafe menu.

+ Find seating by department

Designed with Privacy in Mind

commuting staff

The InnerSpace mobile app uses the InnerSpace indoor
location platform which calculates the location of smart

+ Inform hotdesking and
+ Measure office utilization
+ Find your teammates
+ See wait times at your cafe

devices including smartphones, laptops and smart watches.
Personally identifiable information is not captured or stored,
and the platform is compliant with the GDPR best practices
for managing data privacy. Individuals opt-in at their own
discretion to share presence with their colleagues. For more
information on our sensors, click here.

+ Find and book available
meeting rooms
+ Locate nearby resources

Platforms
The InnerSpace Employee Experience
mobile app is available on:
+ iOS (iOS10+)
+ Android (JellyBean+)

Features
The InnerSpace app uses indoor location data to
surface insights to help your employees make informed
choices throughout their day.

Helping employees better use your space will save
you up to 27% on real estate costs.
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